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As the pace of healthcare investments quickens there is an emergence of unprecedented evolution in
payment and contracting. Payer & provider commitment in social determinants of health has been found
to decrease total healthcare costs, which is driving both new opportunities among private equity firms as
well as more complex due diligence. This event will discuss the emergence and growth of social
determinants of health in private equity investment and where there are market opportunities.
Join industry experts to:
•

Read the tea leaves on Medicaid investment opportunities

•

Understand the emerging public policies and their impact on this investment thesis

•

Discuss market needs related to social determinants & get exposed to case studies

•

Evaluate geographic opportunities

What’s unique about this event?
ü Access four experts joining forces to provide multi-faceted presentation
ü Limited participants (invitation only)
ü Go beyond just the policy landscape and gain intel on: legal issues, market realities & case studies

Presenters:
This event is a co-production of four-industry thought leaders in private equity investment,
Medicaid policy, social determinants of health, and deal flow/due-diligence.
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Darin Gordon is the former
Director of Tennessee’s
Medicaid program TennCare, a $12 billion health
care enterprise that at its peak
provided services to over 1.5
million Tennesseans. He has
over 22 years of experience in
public health care finance,
policy and operations.

Barbara Eyman is Principal
and founder of Eyman
Associates. She represents
clients on health care law and
policy matters focusing on
Medicaid, Medicare, the
Children’s Health Insurance
Program, and the
development and
implementation of a wide
variety of programs under the
Affordable Care Act (ACA).

David Kulick is founder and
Managing Director of The
Focus Group – a
management consulting firm
focusing on high impact
growth, commercialization,
and policy within healthcare.
He is also founder of
Adaptation Health, a national
Medicaid incubator focusing
on market commercialization.

Claudine Swartz is founder
and principal of Strategic
Policy Solutions, which
collaborates with healthcare
companies in evaluating
market opportunities, creating
business development
strategies and strategic plans
within evolving federal and
state policy.

à for questions contact david@thefocusgroup.soutions

